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Blue and white 
aragonite helictites 
from Asperge Cave 
(Hérault, France). 
The blue colour is 
caused by minor 
quantities of copper 
derived from 
the mineralised 
Cambrian phyllites 
that border the 
dolostone in which 
the cave is carved 
(Photo by M. 
Renda).
Group of tiny helictites  (compare the size with the water drop) 
growing on a shelf covered by flowstone. Sector F, Cova des Pas de 
Vallgornera (Photo by T. Merino).
Column showing corrosion due to former halocline levels. Gleda-Camp des Pou cave system, Mallorca (Photo by T. Cirer).
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Young Proteus anguinus with still visible eye pigment (Photo by J. Hajna).
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Small-scale, tree-shaped aragonite crystals growing from the 
cave wall. The red spot is Mn- and Fe-rich corrosion residue 
fallen from the wall. Sector del Tragus, Cova des Pas de 
Vallgornera (Photo by T. Merino).
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Cover Photo: Massive vadose rimstone dam harbouring a 
wide array of crescent shelfstones coated by calcite crystals. 
Wax-colored flowstones are also present. Galeria del GELL, 
Cova des Pas de Vallgornera (Photo by T. Merino).
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